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 VISIT: BLETCHLEY PARK  24th March 2020              

Home to Enigma, Colossus and so much more.        

This 19C mansion was the main centre for Allied code breaking 

and analysis during World War II.  It is now  a vibrant heritage 

attraction and museum with a variety of refreshment facilities. 

Cost of visit, including coach fare, entrance fee, private guided 

tour and gratuity £40 per person. Please add £4.50 if a guide 

book is required.. Click here for application form.                                                                     

Applications and cheques (payable to Arts Society of West 

Suffolk) to Mrs Julia Eeles, Little Mill Cottage, Norton Rd, 

Great Ashfield, Bury St Edmunds IP31 3HJ 

                       Next Meeting: Tuesday 4th February 2020                                                                                                
The Studio Houses of the Holland Park Circle   Daniel Robbins 
In the second half of the 19C an extraordinary group of studio house were built on the edge of 
Holland Park.  At their centre was the Frederic Leighton House (mid-1860s) that provided an 
inspiration to other artists who commissioned houses of their own.  The talk explores the 
houses of the Holland Park Circle to determine why these artists invested so much in the 
creation and use of their homes.   

The Church Recorders Group is taking a rest during January. The Record 

for West Stow is now complete and due for presentation in April 2020.  Sue 

Medcalf, Group Leader, invited us to view the Art Nouveau Gothic splendour 

of Elveden Church any Monday afternoon from March, when its recording  

continues.  Little Whelnetham Church will shortly be presented with its updat-

ed small Record. The Inventory for St Edmundsbury Cathedral started in 2017 

is now completed. Sue and her group of Church Recorders were congratulat-

ed on all their hard work and excellent achievement.  

Sir Tony Brenton, a distinguished British diplomat who served for over thirty years with the British Foreign Service, spoke to us this month about The 

Artist as Engineer of the Soul: Russian Realism.   Sir Tony was British  Ambassador to Russia through a particularly tense time in UK/Russia rela-

tions. He is a Fellow of Wolfson College, Cambridge, and a Senior Fellow at the International Studies Department. His book Historically Inevitable? on 

the Russian revolution was published in June 2016. He is also a regular commentator on international affairs on the BBC and in the press.               

While Russia’s 19C novelists and musicians are well known painters are not. There was a new realism in art as painters rebelled against iconic images 

of classical or religious events and turned to visual representation relating to the modern world. A group of fourteen disenchanted students left the Impe-

rial Academy of Arts to form an independent group, Peredvizhniki (often called The Itinerants).  No longer allowed to exhibit in Russia’s main galleries, 

they toured the provinces offering more people access to their art.  At the heart of the group was Ilya Repin, a humble but very skilful artist.  Although he 

was enticed away to Paris to pursue his art for some time, he returned to Russia and became the leader of the group.  Sir Tony showed us beautiful 

depictions of Russian events, portraits and landscapes produced by the group, each with a drama and intensity comparable to that of Tolstoy and  Dos-

toevsky.  Offering insights into Russian serfdom, repression and inequality, the paintings told deeply human stories and taught profound political lessons.  

Sir Tony’s illuminating explanation of the meaning within these splendid works of art  gave us a most welcome understanding of the artists’ intention.   

 

CROWNS & GOWNS EXHIBITION                                                    
ELY CATHEDRAL  1st February - 15th March 2020 
Perfectly complementing our study day (above), this fascinating  
exhibition in the Lady Chapel will showcase some of the most 
iconic gowns and outfits from Elizabeth: The Golden Age, The 
Other Boleyn Girl, The King's Speech, Macbeth, and The Crown. 
These productions bought global award winning actors to the 
Cathedral.  Tickets:  On the door: Standard  Cathedral admission 
fee including  entrance to the exhibition £8                                                    
Sunday Admission to exhibition £5 
Exhibition Opening Times                                                                           
Monday - Saturday: 9.30am - 4pm                                               
Sunday: Midday - 3.45pm 

FROM DOWNTON TO GATSBY:                
Recreating opulence and glitter 1890-1920                     
Special Interest Day Wednesday 12th February 
10am-3pm Blackbourne Community Centre             
£18; bring your own lunch.                                       
Spend a day with a craftsman with 
in-depth expertise in fashion and 
jewellery around the turn of the 
19C, when couturiers and jewellers 
collaborated to dress their patrons 
in glittering opulence.  From high 
Victorian to Art Deco, the period 
1890-1929 saw great changes in 
society and style, as Andrew Prince will illustrate to us with 
images and   actual examples of the jewels he made for 
Downton Abbey.  Spaces still available, friends welcome.          
Book here.  
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